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THE NATIONAL FANTASY FAN is published six times a year (although an April issue
appearing late in June makes a fellow wonder) and is free to members of the NFFF•
Deadline for the June issue is already past. Deadline for the August issue is
July 10th. Members who plan to run for office in the next election must file by
September 10th (postmark date) and have their dues paid for 1966 or their names
will not appear on the ballots. N3F dues are $2 per calendar year, $1.75 for re
newals. After July 1st, 42.7!? pays for the remainder of 1965 and all of 1966.
After October 1st it will be $2.25-
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SECRETARY

TREASURER'S

’ ' ’ '
• • • •
Balance............. ......$5 23 •71

Dues Collected.......... 118.00
’
Total 6I41.71
.
.
-lbl.20

’

■

Bal $51i0.51

New Members............... 12
Renewals..................... I48

REPORT

Janie Lamb, Route 1, Box 36I4,
'
Heiskell, Tennessee 3775.li
Disbursements

Story Contest................... $20.00

January TB.......... .. ................... 1|.2.12
February TNFF........................ 31-85
■
•
■
■ •
Membership Appl.Blanks.— 3-23
ViTel committee.. ......................

h-QO
101.20

.

Total Membership (March % 1965) 253
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'
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.......

....................
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- „
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Lyra Ward, 2211311 Melrose Ct., East Detroit, Michigan
Michael Ward, Bex 387, 3 Ames St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Jurgen M. Wolff, 123h Johnson St., Redwood City, California 911061
Greg Wolford, 9001 Joyzelle Dr., Garden Grove, California 926110
Mail Returned From:

Earl Thompson........ C. W. Brooks
For known changes of address, see bottom of page 6.
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PRESIDENT'S

REPORT

Stan Woolston, 12832 Westlake St., .Garden Grove, California 9261*0

Last report mentioned there was a vacancy in the Correspondence Bureau.
There isn't now! Sydney Silverstein is the new Correspondence Bureau head, and
among other things he wants to start a correspondence-by-tape group. Write him
for details .— or to ask to be active in this activity.

Just a short time ago Nate Bucklin told me the Round Robins job would be up
for another chief, and that he would stay on until a replacement was found.
Before I could announce it in TNFF, I got a replacement — Ira Lee Riddle at
212 Macdonough Hall, East, State University College, Plattsburgh, New York. I'm
not sure if that is his change of address but it's the address gummed on his
letter accepting the job. He was not the only fan to offer to take on the job,
either — I wrote to a number of fans and I expect the correspondence heads to
keep in touch with each other and work to inprove that area of activity* After
allj RRs and individual correspondence supplements each other, and the Welcommittee is where they get their information concerning the interests of the newer
members.

Ann Chamberlain's report goes into some detail of how the Welcommittee
works this time. As you can tell, after Janie Lamb gets the dues, she sends the
information to Ann, and Ann notifies all the members who write to the new mem
bers as part of her group. For a while I had Ann also take care of the Renewals
Committee, but we've decided to turn the job over to Ida Ipe- The committee now
contains Ida, Ann, Kaymar Carlson and myself, with our own RR to keep in touch.
Richard Mann sends me the news he is now editor of his dorm's newspaper
magazine at the Michigan State University, and Publicity Chairman — also that
he was given the job of Official Editor of APA1*5- APA1*5 is probably the newest
apa in fandom; it's limited to fans born in 191*5 and later. For this reason he
won't have time to do publicity for N3F.
.

This means I'll be looking for a new Publicity chief, someone mho can work
with me to do such things as write copy for a sheet about N3F for the Westercon
and maybe the Worldcon, and an ad for the program booklet. News that, should be
of interest to other fangroups or individuals that originates in N3F can be
distributed by this officer, too. If you have suggestions concerning this job,
why not write me? Of course the job may be filled by the time this sees print,
but perhaps not. You don't have to be a long-time journalist but it might help.
I've a fan in mind to ask, too.

Concerning TIGHTBEAM, after Norm Metcalf s issue Duncan McFarland (121*2
Grace Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 1*5208) will do the May issue (deadline April 15).
After Duncan's it will be time for Art Hayes to do an issue (deadline Jupe 15,
unless he announces otherwise). I'm not sure I sent this information early
enough to get in the Metcalf issue; I want to keep two editorial volunteers ahead
so they can be announced in the issues as they come up. Tell me if YOU will be
interested — the earlier the better. If I can work six months, ahead in this it
will be about right.
,
It occurs to me we might have a Cover Advisory Group for TNFF. Sometimes
it seems our letterzine has covers that have more zip than the "official organ",
/continued next page/

/’’President's Report:l continued/

.

I mentioned-this to a few fans by letter, and Bjo Trimble in person. Perhaps we
can line up work for stencil, letterpress, silk screen and'other methods in the
future.- I- just got new rollers for my letterpress and would be happy to do
. linoleum blocks and similar work for the club, for instance.

Stan Woolston

:

.DIRECTORATE

'

.

'

.

. .

. '

. :

R E P 0-R T

.

Roy Tackett, Chairman
.
915 Green Valley Road NW
.
•
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

.
As of the eighth of March the following motions had been acted on by the
Directorate:

1-1-65. A motion to appropriate $13-50 from the General Fund for the Ralph
.
Holland Memorial Award to be presented at the Art Show at the 1965
World SF Convention. Motion passed with the following vote: AYE: Chalker,
:;Meskys, Raybin, Tackett. NOT VOTING: Hamlin.
'
■
... l-n-65- A motion to appropriate $20 from the General Fund for prizes in the
.
1965 NFFF Short Stoxy Contest. Motion passed with the following vote:
AYE: Chalker, Meskys, Raybin, Tackett. NOT VOTING: Hamlin.
.
A.motion to appropriate $13.50 to purchase a convention membership and
convention advertisements for the NFFF. Motion passed with the follow
ing vote:. AYE: Chalker, Meskys, Raybin, Tackett. NOT VOTING: Hamlin. .

’ I-III-65.
.

A resolution that Clayton Hamlin be empowered to investigate the
feasibility of the NFFF publishing an anthology of the best fan maga
zine material pertaining to speculative fiction. Resolution passed with the
following vote: AYE: Chalker, Meskys, Raybin, Tackett. NOT VOTING: Hamlin.

l-IV-65-

... 2-1-65. A motion to approve the President’s appointments of Bureau Chairmen and
.:.
other Department Heads. Motion approved with the following vote: AYE:
; Chalker, Hamlin, Raybin, Tackett. NOT VOTING: Miskys.
.
. .<
2-11-65-

A resolution expressing the sorrow of the Directorate at the loss of
long time Neffer Robert Farnham. Resolution passed unanimously.
Roy Tackett

.

ADDRESS CHANGES:
Jacqueline Brice, 1275 University Ave., Berkeley, California 9U7O2
' Bernard Cook; 81^61 San Carlos, South Gate, California
.
Art Hsyes, P.O. Box 189, Matachewan, Ontario, Canada.
.
Fred G. Michel, 120 South 6th St., Edens Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
Bruce Robbins, 58 Revonah Ave., Stamford, Connecticut
Kathleen Stipek, Box 118 S-T Hall, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 5261+1
Roger Zelazny, 821 E. 250th St., Euclid, Ohio I4.l4.i32
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COLLECTORS’ BUREAU

REPORTS!

Ned Brooks, Chairman, 911 BriarfieLd Road, Newport News,
Virginia 2360$

Wainj all you collectors out there, the Collectors’ Bureau is now as organ
ized as all getout. All those who requested copies cf CB #2 after the first
printing ran out should have copies of the second edition by now. Nothing is
changed but the cover (the stencil tore). If there is anyone who requested CB
#2 prior to Feb. 22 and has not received it, then Phil Harrell-or I have goofed; .
write again and tell us so.

I now have plenty of material for CB #3, which will be out when I get it
done. Don't promise much there, do I? Anyone with a firm start on a good
check-list should get in touch with me. I want to start a checklist on fantasy
and SF illustrators. Since this is a rather vast undertaking, I hope that if
such a thing is already in progress or in existence, someone will let me know.
I don’t know of any such, but I’ve only been collecting for about five years.
Maybe there’s already something we should simply update and reprint.
Ned
CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU

.

>
.

•

Sydney Silverstein, chairman, 1229 Woodland St.,
Lebanon, Pennsylvania

Sydney is considering starting a correspondence-by-tape group. Contact him
if you are interested. He can probably also .match you with correspondents using
more primitive methods of communication if you prefer.

FOLLOW-UP BUREAU.

Len Bailes, chairman, 1729 Lansdale Dr., Charlotte, North
Carolina 11|28U

The Bureau is designed to help new members learn where they can enjoy N3F
membership most. Sometimes it’s puzzling to know what activity would appeal to
a member; through correspondence, individual interests and inclinations can be
investigated and questions answered. Anyone may write in to the Follow-Up
Bureau who wishes to know about club jobs and the like.

,

Donald L. Miller, Chairman; 12313 Judson Rd., Wheaton, Maryland

GAMES BUREAU

We are pleased to announce a new Bureau publication -- YE FAERIE CHESSMAN.
This brings to four the number of zines .published or sponsored by the Bureau.
THE GAMESMAN has had 2 issues, THE KIBITZER one issue. These three publications;
are general zines which will siable interested gamesmen to pursue their hobby ip
some depth, and supplement other Bureau publications. Copies are available for
the asking except- for the first issue of THE GAMESMAN.

:

i

Because, pf. our poor financial situation and rising costs in publishing club
materials, THE GAMESMAN, starting with the third issue, will become a subscrip
tion zine — 23^ a copy, $1.00 for 3 issues. You can also get it by contributions
of articles, artwork or LOC’s -which are published. Publication will be approxi
mately quarterly, with a minimum of 12 pages per issue.
_ ______ _________ _
/continued next page/
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/GAMES BUREAU continued/

. Nate Bucklin's Bureau zine, .THE KIBITZER, will also/’go subscription" with
its second issue. Rates will be 100 per issue, $1.00 for 16 issues, approxi
mately bi-monthly, and at least li pages.
.

Persons may still belong to the Games Bureau without subscribing to either
zine. Announcements in TNFF, THE GAMESLETTER and the rulesheets will continue
to be free, and they will contain enough information for the Bureau to function
smoothly. .YE FAERIE.CHESSMANwill.be free. for as long as we can afford it.
Vie would like to correct the Bureau report which appeared in the. last issue"
of TNFF by adding the Jetan Division. It is headed by James Toren, 7236 Kellogg
Road, Cincinnati, Ohio If? 230.
.
’
‘

Five rulesheets are now available through the Bureau — Jetan, Tablut,
Hnefatafl, Hasami-Shogi, and The Jungle Game -- with others in preparation/
Don Miller

INFORMATION BUREAU
'

Donald Franson; Chairman; 6£h3 Babcock Ave., North Holly
wood, California 91606

Anything you want to know about science fiction, fandom, or the N3F just
ask the Information Bureau. "Information Bureau" is really Donald Fran son in
■
his Superfan outfit, and if he can't ahswer’your question he can sometimes stall
until somebody else answers it. for him. See page llj. for this issue's answers.

MANUSCRIPT BUREAU
.

Jack L. Chalker, Chairman; £111 Liberty Heights Ave.,
. .
...........
Baltimore, Maryland 21207

. The Manuscript Bureau is flooded with manuscripts, particularly fiction,
but as of this writing has only 3 requests for material. We have some fine •
stuff here, including some pro quality material by Ray Nelson'and Ray Trevino.
I am busy sending the stuff around, and since the Bureau's still organizing I
have-very-little to report this time.' Next time maybe I'll be able to report a
whole bunch of ms. finding homes, in the meantime, IF YOU ARE A FANED, WHETHER
NEW CR ESTABLISHED, AND NEED MATERIAL, SEND ME THAT INFORMATION (preferred form
in previous. TNFF .report) AND I WILL PROBABLY HAVE SOMETHING FOR YOU.

. . ’Still need stories, but particularly I NEED ARTICLES, poems, and artwork.
WHERE ARE.THE ARTICLES OF YESTERYEAR? '
•
■
• .
STORY CONTEST .

.

■

Clayton Hamlin, Jr.

.
Chairman;

Jack Chalker

Southwest Harbor, Maine Olj.679

.
It. ie never too early to start working on stories for the annual Story Con
test. Write a story, then write another. It is good to have a choice of stories
you send in — or stories in various categories of imaginative fiction. If you
don't remember rules of last year the rules will be published soon. In the .mean
time, short stories by authors who haven't sold more than 2 SF or fantasy yarns
ar.e free to try for prizes. Of course when a whole series of stories are written,
:
/continued next page/
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/STORY CONTEST continued/

...

.....
.

there is more chances for a successful story or stories either in a contest or
in the prozines. We hope to introduce several authors to the professional field
this year. Plan your stoiy now! ■

TAPE BUREAU

Ann Asche, Chairman; - R.D. 1, Freeville, New York 13068

■
Dave Ettlin passed on the tape library to us, so we have tapes of several
Cons at’hand. Next comes building up the information records, and a Tape Bureau
questionnaire has been sent to those who have indicated interest. Two projects
that have been suggested are a directory of tape interests, with equipment
available; and"a catalog of tapes for lending.
An irregular but frequent newsletter is planned,with something for everyone.
Let us know what you want.
...
.
The questionnaire mentions a variety of taping interests — a Lending
Library, Taperesponding, writing about taping, purchasing tapes from the Bureau.
Considering Taperesponding, Sydney Silverstein is most interested in this, and
• is ..now head dfi. thet-Correspondence Bureau.- We will work together on this.

r r..-/You can .volliiteer.to wiohk'.for the;. Bureau by writing me. Needed: volunteers
.. toijrecor^ :0oiis and: meetings;; dn copying records, arid paperwork-. ;Your suggestions
are ..-sought', also.. i
~
‘•
.
■
'

7. . Qwr budget for this -activity is .severely limited, so we can use donations of
staaps,:money; tapes; also needed are several Viking 75 tape decks to be scrounged
. for parts .tb build some playback and copying gear — no electronic components
.are .required.
. :
. ; ; ‘
:

I ■. We expect to have the first edition of the Tape Bureau mag out in the mail
. sometime in-May .
■■
...
"
Ann Ashe
-

WELCOMMITTEE
■
-

.

Ann Chamberlain, Chairman; I4I4.I4.2 Florizel, Apt. 99, Los Angeles,
- •••
California 9CO32

Tropes si bl as it may seem to me, every now and then someone asks: "What is
Welcommittee?" The first chairman (when I came back to N3F in ’£6) was Honey
Wood. Then the faithful Art Hayes-kept it in good running order for several
years. In quick succession it was passed from hand to hand (from David Hulan
to David Locke to Arnold Katz) and finally, to me. For your information, Welcommittee' is the door through -which the incoming N3F member gets first impres
sions of the whole National Fantasy Fan Federation, it’s various activities, and
acts almost like a Chamber of Commerce. How do people ever manage to forget
this vital.part of the N3F is....sigh> but thqy do.
-

This being so, perhaps other basic things have also been left unsaid for at
least a few years. You do riot .have to belong to the recruiting bureau to bring
in new members, but you should request membership application forms and have
them properly filled out in order to be sure your new menfoer gets an appropriate
greeting from Welcommittee Members. First year dues are $2.00.' After that it’s
. ...
/continued next page/
.
. .
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/WELCOMMITTEE continued/

.

. ..............

.

.

only $1.7!?. This money doesn't begin to cover ihe.
for your TNFF's and other necessary brochures.
'

. •

.........

. .

•

postage and printing costs
'

When a number of membership forms and dues have collected, our Sec'y-Treas.
Janie Lamb (who also makes up our Rosters for us) sends a list of them to me,
with pertinent info gleaned from the forms, so that we can write to the new mem
ber knowing what he most wants to hear... .which should be agreeable enough.
.
There are about twenty WC Members, but not all send in reports, and not all write
to every name on the list. We do riot like slipshod workers, but neither can we
demand quality production since we pay ho salaries. We do our feeble best, ol'
kid, and you takes it or leaves it.
" '
•
Ann Chamberlain

lllllllllll/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllllll/l
OFFICIAL
'

EDITOR’S

REPORT

AND

APOLOGY'.

’.Tally hcber, Box 632, Huntsville, Ala.

3580h

Ey the time you receive this April issue of TNFF, June will have boon well on
its v.’ay. Kissing deadlines might bo the fannish thing to do, but missing a publi
cation date for a bimonthly TNFF by three months is carrying things. beyond the
bounds of good taste. I apologize to all of you for my irresponsibility in this.
.
Apologies do,not publish TNFF, however. Nowhere in the N3F Constitution or
By-laws.is it stated.or inplied that apologies are acceptable substitutes for
TNFF. I hope, the same as you, that this will be the last apology of this nature.
Happily, none of the rest of you have contributed to this publication delay.
Material for this issue, has been on hand since late March. Even though the April
issue did not come out, material has been sent in for the June issue. Stan Woolston, Janie Lamb, X. Martin Carlson, Don Franson, John Boston, Mike Deckinger, and
all the other reporters, contributors, chairmen etc. have done their part. .
Some items of current interest that ordinarily wouldn't have been in this
issue are summarized below.
.
1. Roy Tackett has resigned as chairman of the Directorate. (See his letter
of resignation on page 20.)
2. Jack Chai ker has resigned as chairman of the Manuscript Bureau. . The
. .President has appointed Janie Lamb to take his place.
.
.
3. G. M. Carr (5319 Ballard Ave. N.W., Seattle, Washington 98107) will edit
.the September TIGHTBEAM (#33). Deadline for letters is August 15- ' .
Ij... It is time for you politicians to start filing for the next N3F election.
Run for President or Director. Send your notice of intention to run arid
which office you intend to run for to Wally Weber and Janie Lamb, and pre
pare a "platform" to be run in the August TNFF.
.
./
/
5. The U.S. Post Office is going to insist on the use of zip codes for all
mail sent to addresses within the United States. If we do not have your
zip code (you can tell by looking at the address label on this issue),
please give Janie Lamb the correct information.
There is a double portion of N3F Trader this issue. Page 21i is actually the
June installment and will appear again in the next issue. The June issue should
be in vbur hands about three weeks after this issue. If not, Stan will probably
„.
_ Wally Weber

-^-ni'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii
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ACTIVITIES

NEFFER AMATEUR PRESS ALLIANCE
Fred Patten, 1825 Greenfield Ave., Los Angeles,
;
.................................................................................... California 90025-

All amateur journalism groups.have a guaranteed activity., and N'APA is a
suedeslful; growing cone ern. I recommend anyone interested send in their names ,
now to get on the waiting list. You can write to find what is available in
sanpies or .mailings — and prices; sometimes there are. extras for sale. Most
zines‘are wiitteh for the "apa" members only, but some may be open to Subscrip
tion, too. Types of publication reflect the interest of the members,'and as in
N3F in general this includes some who‘are primarily'.interested in "fannish"
<
things, some who .push their'particular’type of fantasy interest. .
,
. .

ROUND ROBINS .. K. Ira Lee. Riddle, 65 Broad St., Plattsburgh, New York ' 12901

’

As of; ii6w,:',I ‘don't knowthe actual set up Of this bureau, but I think our'..
Prexy wants me to do the reports, etc. for TNFF, so here's ny first. - ,
.

I've nothing to report.

'

'

.

'

• ...J

Now that that's out of the Way, I'd like to say a few things on what I feel
this bureau should be like.
‘
' ' ' '
‘ First/ of course, it's open to everyone who likes to write.' I won't ask
every member of a RR to write long letters, simply because I don't rayself.
However, I feel that something should .be written each round.
Second; I 'd like to match up various viewpoints, like an ERB lover vs an
ERB hater, etc.
‘
.
, . ' .
.
. ,■ ;
;

.

Third; debates are very welcome.

I personally love to argue on anything.

Anyone who wants to meet others interested in what you're interested in,
please.contact me in Plattsburgh, My address is 65 Broad St,, Plattsburgh, New
York 12961. I'would personally like to start a bird with other college
students, so we can compare schools, teams, etc. Please tell me about yourself
when you write.
. Ira Lee Riddle
FANZINE REVIEWS
0.. -r .. . ..

Mike Deckihger, Apt. 10K, 25 Manor Dr., Newark, New Jersey '
07106

If you want Mike to review your fanzine, send him a copy. His review will
be more authehtic'lf he has a copy. See his reviews on page 17 of this issue.

WRITERS’ EXCHANGE

Alma Hill, 163 Park Dr., Apt. 11, Boston, Massachusetts ..
.
02215

We have three more Exchangers on the roster:
TOM REAMI, .6010 Victor #5, Dallas, Texas 75211
PAUL 'HEMMESj 1511 Tuttle Rd., Ionia, Michigan- 18816
...
GREGG.WOLFORD, 90Q1 Jcyzelle Dr., Garden Grove, California 926I6

. .

.

'

,...11

"The Writers’ Exchange- lists the names of all who volunteer to exchange i:.'
matingc-ri'pt.is and advice. Thus any. writer can consult ary other- on this list with
; 0
■
'
■ /continued next page'/
/...' '
'
,■
>
■■ ■' ■
'
.
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.NEWS;QF N3F ACTIVITIES..

.

. ..

................ /..........................

/WRITERS' EXCHANGE continued/

a view to improving his- own writingto the head of the department.

Manuscripts may also be sent for comment
■

■ The. roster, in addition to the three new Exchangers already mentioned, is,,
as follows: . , ,.
.
'
.
John W. Andrews, 2327 C.M.R., Holloman AFB, New Mexico 88330
;
...
Tom Dupree, 809 Adkins Bouleyard, Jackson, Mississippi 39211
<
Ghet N. Gottfried, 166$ Johnson Avenue, Elmont, New Jersey 11003
:
Clayton. Hamlin, Southwest Harbor, Maine
.........
Paul G. Herkart, 2$ Palmer Square West, Princeton, New Jersey 08$l;0
;
:
Don Hutchison, 1JU7 Leacrest Road, Leaside, Toronto 17, Ontario, Canada
James Lewis, 11^ East Union Street,- Penns Grove, New Jersey 08069
Jock Root, 206 East 2$th Street, New York City 10010
:
:
Creath Thorne, Route I;, Savannah, Missouri 61;li8$
David A Vanderwerf, 13 Bristol Street, Cambridge hl, Massachusetts
'
Mrs. Nancy Vandeventer, 2799 Tupelo Street, S.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30317
PFC Paul J. Willis, US $$ 76$ 2l|6, Co C, 3rd Bn, 61;th Armor, APO 36, NY

A bulletin, carrying market news and other practical information, is pub
lished- occasionally.
•
There are no charges or other obligations and no regulations, since it
seems best — in connection with an activity as creative as stf writing — to
allow the fullest possible latitude for* individual judgment. We have found
that, by leaving things to individual judgment and initiative, neither regula
tions nor obligations have been needed so far in any case.
Alma Hill
TITLE PROJECT

Michael Viggiano, 1831; Albany Avenue, Brooklyn, New York
'
■
H210

The following people have contributed lists to the project: Nate Bucklin,
John Boston, Rick Brooks, Don Franson, George Fergus, the two Irwins Mike and
Mark, and Richard Mann. My.thanks to all of them.
........
■
...
.
.
Michael Viggiano

WI FANZINE APPRECIATION SOCIETY
•
.
: . .-

Michael Viggiano, 1831; Albany Avenue,
'
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210

Pledger "I.want to receive .fanzines.. Please send me your new fanzine, and
I'll appreciate it. I promise to respond in some way, either by sending a
letter of comment, trade, or subscription, or perhaps by contributing material.
I have enough time right now to pay attention to fanzines sent me."

-::-Ann F. Ashe, R.D. 1, Freeville, N.Y. 13068.
'
Those people
-x-Stephen Barr, ; Box 30$,. 701 Main St., Nocona, Texas 762$$
• with* next
-::-John Boston, 816 South First Street, Mayfield, Kentucky l;2066 ■' to their
Ronald K. Eberlej 100 Elmhurst Avenue, Syracuse, N.Y. 13207
name must
« Duncan McFarland, 12^2 Grace Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio U$2O8
renew to
' -::-DaVid Hall, 202' Taylor, Crystal City, Missouri 63019' '
be listed
....... Sydney Silverstein, 1229 Woodland St., Lebanon, Pennsylvania
again.
Michael Viggiano, I83L; Albany Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210
___________________________________________________________________________ 12-

EIS OF N3F ACTIVITIES
STF LENDING LIBRARY

Elinor Poland, 3^3$ S. 126th Ave., Omaha, Nebraska
681hU

The new members seem to be quite interested in the library and its ser
vices. Trading has been brisk, letting me get rid of extra copies of books
and obtain titles I needed for the shelves.
'

I’m buying all the new pocketbooks to hit the stands as well as reprints
of o^Eder o'hes. Members who cannot afford to pick up all these books, will find
it cheaper to. use. the library copies.
.
'
. Members who join the library will now receive a rocket bookmark made of
felt,.. "Later, I may add monster designs.
'
‘ .
There are close to 900 titles on the shelves as of this date. Pangborn's
Davy is now available, for those who have not read it as yet.
Elinor Poland

BIRTHDAY CARDS

Elaine Wojciechowski, 117$$ N. Keystone Ave., Chicago,.
Illinois 60630
...

January 1, 196$ to February 19, 196$:
Stamps
.
1$ stamps from Al Lopez
20
from L. Broyles
20
from D. Plachta

Cards sent
January.................. 22 cards
up to Feb. 19......... 10 cards
.
32
$$
-32
23

.
.

Stamps on hand:
.
23 five cent stanp.s
7 eight cent airmails

I would like to thank all of you who helped me in ny first year in the
Birthday Card Project....Marijane Johnson, Jim Hotaling, Ida Ipe, Onna
McCormick, Bob Margroff, Peter Maurer, G. M. Carr, Stan Woolston,- Irvin Koch,
El inor Poland, Don Franson, Lloyd Douglas Broyles, Dannie Plachta, Seth
Johnson, Al Lopez and Art Hayes. Without your help there would not have
been any card project.
-7

Thank you all very much.

.....
.
’
Elaine Wojciechowski . .
ZZZW/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/ZWZ/Z/W^ZWZ/Z/ZW/ZW^W^Z/Z/Z^
CC 0 N V E N: T I 0 N LIST
.
A partial list of conventions you might like to attend.
LONCON II, August 27 - 30 at the Mount Royal Hotel, London, England. 1$/- or
$2 for non-attending members; 21/- or $3 for attendees^. Checks etc. payable
to "23rd World S.F. Convention". Address J. A. Groves, 29 Lathom Road, Lon
don, E.6, for Bill Evans, Box 86, Mount Rainier, Maryland, U.S.A.
.FRANCON, August 20-22, in Feldbergstrasse in Oberursel (near Frankfurt, Ger
many). Admission after July 31 is 10 DM (about $2.$0)• Inquiries to Heinrich
R. Arenz, 6000 Frankfurt 1, Postschliessfach $00 2, Germany..
WESTERCON XVIII, July 3-$ at Edgewater Inn, Long Beach, California. Member
'
ship is $1 to Rick Sneary. Address: $$71 Belgrave Avenue, Garden Grove,
California 9261;1.
■ . .
■
'

=I=N=F=O=R=M=A=T=I=O=N= =B=U=R=E=A=U= Column #19- 'by Donald Fransoh.
The main difficulty with.Information Bureau questions is expansion.
Even a simple question-''generates all sorts of research. Take this lat
est question, from GREGG WOLFORD (I am trying, to catch up by taking the
newest questions first):"In what issues .of Fantastic Adventures did Rob
ert Bloch’s:^Lefty Feep’ stories appear?’’ Now I could answer that simply
by referring to Tuck’s- Handbook, Which-lists 22 stories, seventeen app
earing monthly from April 1942 through August 1943, and five irregularly
after that,in Pct.43>Feb.44,Apr.44,Apr.45 and July 46. But like a True"*
Doubting Scientist,
go to,; other sburdes. Day’s Index .1926^50 lists 22
also, the same 22. Sam Moskowitz, in "Psycho-Logical Bloch’*(Amazing,Dec.
62) says 22ialso, but names ’’The End of Your.Rope”(July50)as the last,
which would make it 2$. Robert Bloch himself/ in a fanzine article,with
bibliography to date(Obpsla #30«Sep;1961)confirms the number 23-. I thot
there was a Feep in a fanzine tod, and (more research) here it is, in
Innuendo #10(Dec.59) :"The Return of tefty Feep"; It’s fann'ish, of course,
a punnish convention report. It’s a good thihg Gregg only asked one ques
tion. He also volunteered the ;information that Bradbury’s FutUria Fant-
asia ran to four issues. You don’t have to send an answer along-with ev
ery question to qualify for Information Bureau service, however;
- ...
.
RONALD
EBERLE sent a list of Galaxy Novels (see appendix, unless Weber takes it
out) and asked for the names of Zenna Henderson’s ’’People” stories (in
F&SF) after ’’Return”; Just .’’Shadow on the Moon”(Mar.62) and ’’Deluge”
(Oct.63),as well as a new one coming up in the May issue. Ron also men
tions an error in an Amazing Stories article by Sam Moskowitz ;(April 64)
which states that ’’The Skylark of Space” was serialized in-193$; which
must have been.merely an outrageous typo. Surely one cannot possibly be
lieve that Sam said 193d! '
•
’’What is the last issue of Venture?” asks CINDY
HEAP. ’’The last one I have is July 195d.” #That is the last. There was a
certain amount of confusion caused by an announcement of only temporary
suspension, and promises of revival. Venture is still on the masthead of
F&SF — why don’t they use it dr drop it? There’s nothing unusual about
the title — it’s always in use by a. couple of ’’little”for religious mag
azines. The British Venture is Another Story, even more confusing...
.
, JOE
CSASZAR, JR.»wants to know if Hal Annas is anyone’s, pseudonym. I don’t
think.so. Who would want to be Hal Annas? His trilogy in Other Worlds
has not been reprinted -in hard cover. Look for it in 0W, Nov.55, Feb.56
and Apr.56* Send Ray P'almerten cents, for each copy. On second thought,
don’t -- this offer was made in 1956.
■ ?.
/
.
. -..T.
At last an unofficial letter from
JANIE LAMB (I used. to. get official ones almost daily) who says that- Lloyd
Biggie holds a Ph..D* in music -- this in answer to Stephen Barr’s ques
tion last time, -whether there'were any recognized,musicians in fandom or
proddm. Janie al?so has.., a question: ’’Where and when wds ’The, Rose’ by
Nearing printed? And who is Nearing?” # H.Nearing’,Jr. wrote a number of
■stories for F&SF 'from 1950 to 1953, none of which is named "The Rose”.
However,, there may.be another Nearing, very famous and all, outside of
science fiction;..I wouldn’t know. Homer Nearing, who wrote, humorous
stories about Professors Ransom.and MacTate, has written.articles for
scholarly journals and poetry for the New- Yorker, so it could still be
"our” Nearing.
PAUL CRAWFORD sent in a list of the titles of Outer Lim
its TV shows (another appendix, Dr.Weber?) and asks, "In what"issues of
Astounding were the Finagle Laws?” #Gloriosky, man, it’s Murphy’s Law

THE

,
«

FANZINE FIELD
by Mike Deckinger

ALIEN #12, bi-monthly, $ for $1.00, Charles Partington, 2 Matlock Avenue,
Lower Kersal, Salford 7, Lancs. England.
ALIEN best matches the "imitation prozine" school of fan publishing. In
many instances, this format can be disasterous for the prozines themselves; cer
tainly an amatuer publication guided by several individuals -with a limited income
can't hope to succeed where a professional magazine representing paid creative
effort has floundered. ALIEN barely succeeds, as a mildly interesting review
zine that has the bad fortune to be overloaded with trite and needless fiction. •
The cover is an offset reproduction of scenes from two new Hammer horror films.
The imageiy is. dark and unclear on one side, starkly white in contrast on the
other, but as teasers they are competent pullers to Alan Dodd's comprehensive
reviews of .the films within. What is even .more unique about this feature is that
neither of these f ilms have been released in the United States, at this time.
Another film review, of Hitchcock's MARNIE, by J. Ramsey Campbell is more of a
Freudian probe into the more profound plot motivations of the. flicker than a
simple retelling of the theme with a sturdy appraisal. It's an ideal example of .
reviewing in depth, from the standpoint of deep implication and sharp character
analysis. It also presents itself .as easily the best item within the fanzine. ■
With all the frills that editors Harry Nadler and Charles Partington have to work
with — photopages, offset printing, layouts that are neither pretentious nor
skinpy — ALIEN should be better than this single issue. We hope it is.
ZINGARO #3, letters, cont., 250, quarterly, Mark Irwin, 1711-7 Elmwood Drive,
Highland Park, Illinois 60035ZINGARO is a very minor, unimposing fanzine of the sort that flourished
several years ago. We find it difficult to say anything truly bad about it, •
since its aims are so limited that it can readily achieve what editor Irwin
’
seeks in his fanzine, and does not gp beyond that, or offer the hint that he may
be trying to do so. Robert E. Gilbert's cover is faint but any drawing that,
rips into a stencil with so many criss-cross lines would be bound to emerge
underinked, unless the mimeograph was an exceptionally good one. Mark's editori
al pleasantly rambles over several topics and he follows this with a few pages of
quickie book reviews. E. E. Evers writes, a page on -why he's opposed to. the
draft, and then casually admits he's going in quietly and without raising-a fuss; . .
thus somewhat threatening the foundation of his earlier convictions. We, inci- ■■■
dentally, entirely agree with his disgust of the draft system. Following are
more reviews, and some letters that toss around a few points but never quite’
latch on to anything with enough firmness to provoke any great interest.

o

”

DOUBLE-BILL #11, irregular, trades, letters, cont., 250, Bill Mallardi, 2111 ■
Mackinaw Avenue, Akron, Ohio hih313’
The coyer of this second Anniversary issue is by David Prosser, and almost,
as good as the studies in Gothic horror he freely dallied with about eight years:,
ago. He is finally beginning to work more detail into his drawings, rather than
letting the fill power of the picture rest on a central image almost suspended
on the page. The illustration is from Vance's THE DYING EARTH, but could just
as easily envision one of Dante's sights during his descent. Harry Warner con
tributes a pertinent and meaningful article on faan-fiction, examining it from
several neglected aspects and drawing his conclusions with admirable candor.
It's ihe sort of article, written by someone who's been around fandom for more
years than mary N3F members have been on the Earth, and worth reading and re
reading for some invaluable tips and insights. Bob Coulson's fanzine reviews
■
/continued next page/
...
/’•
.
•
:
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/FANZINE FIELD continued/

have always been dose to the best in the field; the present installment of
"Wallaby Stew" (despite its distressing title) is no exception. Roger Zelazny
tries to imitate Ray Bradbury and not only fails at writing like Ray Bradbury,
but fails at writing like Roger Zelazny. Either fault is tragic. A column on
jazz by a local disc jockey interests us no more than a column on jazz .by a local
fan does.. In either case, endless recitations of why such-rand-such is.a better
trumpet player than so-and-so fails to ignite the. juices, so..to speak. To prove
that we .do not demand sf oriented material as the only content of a fanzine, we
will admit .interest and' affirmation with John .Boardman1 s short-article of the
trouble in Harlem. Boardman must of necessity condense his opinions to meet
;i
with space requirements; it would take atleast two dozen good sized,- DOUBLE . BILLS
'
to present the full case for and against Harlem. Boardman provides a remarkably
comprehensive outline, however. A good long lettercolumn present? some good/’
long, well edited, letters,- and editor Mallardi remarks that one of the stories
;:
presented herein ("Logic", by Robert Weinberg) placed fourth in the N3F story ■ ■
contest. Secrets like that should stay secret.
.
.
FOCAL POINT #1, bi-weekly, news, trades, 3/2J>0, Mike McInerney and rich
brown, 268 E. lith Street, New York, N.Y.
■ '
.
. .: ■
Here once again we have the single sheet, thinly disguised propaganda zine,
which will probably continue comfortably on its own Once the cause it promotes
has been passed by. A similar case befell AXE which was started as a vehicle to
promote the :Willis fund, and upon the successful completion of this worthy ,endeavor, continued as a frequent and invaluable newszine, picking 15) where the j
faltering FANAC left off. The news contained in this sheet is reasonably new,
and the cause under promotion (New York in '67) reasonably worthwhile.

SPINA
irregular, Loc, trade, cont., 200, Creath Thorne, Route #ii,
Savannah, Missouri 6U4.85
'
Apazines are liable for review in this column if they , contain enough mater
ial to justify their being sent outside their respective apa. . While SPINA is a
part of;;N'APA its content is of interest to both members and non-members. Clay
Hamlin has an article on-what apparently was the "deadwood controversy* in N3F.
The problem of deadwood is hardly that significant, since it invariably creeps
up in any group of members with dissimilar interests. Penalizing the deadwood .
is a ridiculous thought (almost as ridiculous as establishing activity require
ments for sustained N3F membership . The only positive results would be a sharp
decline of N3F members who wouldn't care to pay an extra fee for the privilege
of non-compliance -to some foolish activity statute. Let us instead keep the
deadwood in N3F and dump all the members who shoot off their mouths too much.
Ourself included.)
.
.

HAUNTED #2, quarterly, 5>O0, li for $1.7f>, Samuel D. Russell, 13f>l Tremaine
Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90019•
.
.
...
HAUNTED is. one of the few (perhaps the only one, if Chalker's MIRAGE has
folded) fanzines devoted to serious, and occasionally profound, discussions on
the subject of supernatural and- fantastic literature. Its production is handled
with skill and maturity by editor Russell who quite obviously harbors a strong
affection for this genre. This issue features an over-abundance of Lovecraft
articles, something that would be disasterous in any other fanzine, but is bene
ficial here, since each item is researched’keenly and carefully. Fritz Leiber
writes about HPL' s "The. Whisperer in Darkness" and both Russell and Arthur Jean
Cox appraise- HPL’s inherent ability in contrast to his slightly bizarre but un
concealed character. Russell's main points can best be summed up in his closing
lines: "It is singularly futile to deplore a man's art because of its neurotic
-18/continued next page/
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SCIENCE

FICTION

PREVIEW

by John Boston, 816 South First Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky U2066

3

’

Another in the series of factual treatments of science-fictional gimmicks
is John MacVey's Journey to Alpha Centauri (Macmillan, $5*95)• This discusses
various'-possible methods of interstellar travel, and then describes what the
voyage might be like.
.
.
Harcourt, Brace and World is bringing out another Arthur C. Clarke omnibus,
entitled, very originally, Omnibus. This is to contain Sands of Mars, Prelude
to Space, and short stories, presumably from Tales of Ten Worlds. The book will
be out May 26; ’ no’price has been-set .
;
'
The 11 really big ones" promised by Advent for its tenth anniversary include,
the first volume of Hariy Warner1 s' History of Fandom, covering-the'period from
the beginning to the late 'hOs. It's to come out late this year and will be
followed by a second volume that will bring the history u? to date. ■ - Advent also
has The Proceeding's: .Discon nearly ready, and in the works is Ron Ellik's A Con
cordance to the Lens, planned for very late 1965- (Thanks to Jack Chalker for...
the above~and al'so for the information on Arkham House publications in the list
below.)
■ . ;
.
’

„ ...In England, Amis and Conquest have out Spectrum IV (Gollancz, 21/-). Rick
Raphael's The Thirst Quenchers has apparently been expanded' into a novel (Gol
lancz, April, 15/-). There are also new titles, by Harry Harrison (Two. Tales and
Eight Tomorrows, Gpllancsr, May, 15/-)? and Theodore Sturgeon (The Joyous Inva
sions, . Gollancz, April, 16/-). Peter Weston, who provided .me. with all the infor
mation on English publications, had no more information on the Sturgeon book, but
speculates that it may .be. another version, of "To Marry Medusa".. He also.mentions
a new Brian W. Aldiss novel, Earthworks, but' I've’no further data on it.

■

,

New and Forthcoming SF and Fantasy

• .

White August. Arcadia, $2.95* (An English import; maybe they're
out of Stanton A. Coblentz.)
.
.
..Christopher,. John. . The Possessors. Simon and Schuster, $h-50. (Suspense story
..; .
of alien invasion; getting lukewarm reviews from mainstream
?., •
:
•
publications.
. . . ._______
/continued next page/

Boland, John.

/FANZINE FIELD continued from page :ltyA

’

-? .

origins. Only the sick can not stand the sickness of others." The editor also
presents the first part of a scholarly .analysis of M. R. James and his works, i .
There are two examples of fan-fiction printed herein, neither of them by fans, ...
which may or may not explain the reason that they represent some of the best
printed amateur fiction we've seen ail, year in a fanzine. Scores this another .
success for HAUNTED- A few reviews round out the issue, which closes with a, . .
short lettercolumn (and one hilariously funny letter from a Paul W. Skeeters,
who in all earnestness suggests Russell changes HAUNTED to "a more literary
title.#: such as 'The.American Gothic Scholar' "). Fifty cents is a lot of monqy
to .spend for a single fanzine, but if HAUNTED continues on this level (with
subsequent improvements) it will be justified in this case.
. "rrtr------ - ------------------- -—-------- ■-------------------------- - :--------------- ■-----------------------------19-

/SCIENCE FICTION PREVIEW continued/

The Best from Fantasy and Science Fiction: Fourteenth
Series. Doubleday, $3*95
George, Peter. Commander I. Delacorte, May 2h. $h«95- (Apparently a new
title and scheduling for Nucleus of Survivors.)
Harrison, Harry. Bill, the Galactic Hero. Doubleday, $3.50. (Probably ’’The
Starsloggers".) .
Hodder-Williams, Christopher. The- Main: j^ebiment. Putnam,’ $U-95« ("Timely"
scientific mystery concerning a nuclear research
lab.)
Lightner, A. M. Doctor to the Galaxy. Norton, $3-50. (Juvenile)
.
Lovecraft, H. P. Selected Letters.: I. Arkham, $7.50’
——---------------- . Dagon and other Macabre Tales. Arkham, August, $6.50.
..
(includes "Supernatural Horror in Literature".)
---------------------- . The Dark Brotherhood and Other Pieces. Arkham, December,
$^700. (Marginalia, including the official Arkham House/HPL
Estate bibliography, by Jack Chalker)
Mills, Osmington. At One Fell Swoop. Roy, $2.95- {Supernatural mystery)’
Pincher, Chapman. Not With a Bang. New American Library-World, $U.95- (Story
" ’
.
of a drug which retards old age.)
.
:
..
Silverberg, Robert. To Worlds Beyond: Tales of the Future. Foreword by Isaac
Asimov. Chilton, $3-95- T"Space Adventure Series", v. 1.)
Smith, Clark Ashton. Poems in Prose. Arkham, June, $L|,.OO. Illustrated by
Frank Utpatel.
Starrett, Vincent. The Quick and, the Dead. Arkham, September (probably),
$3?5O. (Weird tales by the noted mystery writer.)
Davidson, Avram, ed.

iiiii/iiiiiii/nriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii/iiiiiiiin'//jiiiii/iiiiiiiiiiiiii
LETTER

OF

RESIGNATION

Dear Stan,
.
... . ...
It has become increasingly obvious to me that the 1965 Directorate is a fail
ure as far as accomplishments are concerned. We have done little during our first
four months in office and I don't really expect anything to be done for the rest
of-the year.
.
■
Part of this can be laid, perhaps,' to the lack of proper leadership on my
part as Chairman and part to the apparent disinterest of the Directorate in club
affairs. This is apparent in the lack of communication between Directors, the
lack of constructive suggestions, etc. The 1965 Directorate simply isn’t doing
anything and it appears that it has no great desire to do anything. (Ah, but what
can it do, you ask?).................
.
.
_ ,
, „
Well, Stan, you know as well as I do that N3F officialdom is only happy when
there is some crisis confronting it. The political by-play, the hush-hush letters
....ah, that’s the meat of it. So I have decided to give officialdom something to
do, something that should take up a bit of time and liven things up a bit. _
I hereby resign from the Directorate of the National Fantasy Fan Federation.
In view of their apparent lack of interest and enthusiasm it might be well
for the rest of the Directorate to do likewise but that, of course, is up to eac
individual member.
:
In any event the Directorate now has something to do: look for a new chairma
and a new member.
- --r.
„_ +
I shall watch fro m the ranks of the membership with much amusement.
'
Best regards, Roy Tackett
’’
8 Mey 1965
.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
-20-

/INFORMATION BUREAU (continued )7 and Finagle’s Constant, and the answer
is: in too many issues, about 1957-5&* I can quote them for you, roughly:
Murphy’s Law is that if anything can go wrong it will; and Finagle’s Con
stant is something added to the wrong answer to give the right answer. I
think; There was no general agreement on this, and even Finagle sometimes
had two "n"s. It all started in a Campbell editorial (where else?), then
it appeared in Brass Tacks, on John’s request^Nov.57),crowding out the
Hieronymous and Golden Goose controversies.: In Feb.5$> H.B.Fyfe lists some
Finagle’s Laws of his own, and others mentioned (interminably) the Bugger
Factor, Diddle Coefficient,' and other mathematical nonsense. This went •♦on
in the March, April and May issues, wherein it was All Cleared Up by our
own Alma Hill, after which it became confusing again. There was never a
codification of these elusive Laws, to which one more should be added:
Campbell’s Ratio, which is the proportion of tongue-in-cheek nonsense
(which is amusing) to serious, nonsense (which isn’t).
•.
.
RICK BrlUUKo HSKS;
"When did the Poul Anderson novelette ’’The Sensitive Man” appear in Fan
tastic Universe?" #Jan.54« This is easy for me because I have the gath
er index ready in manuscript form. Some day I’ll get them all published
(some day I’ll get them all written((some day I’ll get my collection gaps
filled)) ). Rick-also asks, "What was the book title of the Mundy serial
'Ramfidfin'?11 # Darrell C. Richardson, in "Talbot Mundy:Oriental Mystic
(Fantasy Commentator, Fall’4^) equates this title with ”fhe Devil s .

D

'
ROY TACKETT asks "How many stories were there in Rocklynne’s
’Darkness’ series?" #This series about various interstellar entities be
gan in Astonishing Stories with "Into the Darkness (Jun.40); Daughter <f
Darkness"(NovT/pl land "Abyss of Darkness"(Dec.42). Then a long jump to
Imafiination(Feb.51) for "Revolt of the Devil Star.

&

was the Readers’ Service Book Club and what happened to it? All I know
is that they seem to have published their own paperbacks, and that ybeY
operated from California. No connection with F.P.C.I.,was there?" £No
Fantasy Publishing Company. Inc, was a Los Angeles outfit (Spaceway, Fair—
asy Book, a few hardcovers) and Readers’ Service was in San Jose (way up
north there) . You may have seen their ads in Astounding in the .early 5G S,
which’ offered ASF subscriptions with books, and Vargo.^tattanipamphlets^.,
I happened to be driving home from the '61 Westercon in Oakland, and
stopped in San Jose for breakfast. Looking for an old• magazine^store which
I had once visited in 1932 (it had been replaced by. a den
off
-Dr.Campbell) I found another book store (I needed .stf —I only had a box,,
full from the con). The proprietor happened to ...notice my interest^in sti,.
and volunteered the information that they had once. run. this book club. He
had not kept in touch, hadn’t even heard, of the convention. The San
. . ..
Jose Book Shop has the same address as the old ads. . John also asked
whether Gnome Press and Fantasy Press are dead or, dormant. I
;
Gnome still existed; at least selling books if not publishing new ones .
fPick-A-Book).. Greenberg had an ad in the Chicon Program Booklet (1962)
which mentioned Gnome,. Eshback folded Fantasy Press, I believe> some
time ago. (A phrase used, when one does not know the exact d ate •
.. . '

cleared up all the recent questions, I’ll get the older ones later (if
they don’t get me first). .
' ■
__ Donald Franson.

'

Author Indexes of■ Galdxy.F&SF & Analog still available—free on request.DF

INFORMATION

Checklist of GALAXY NOVELS

BUREAU - APPENDIX I

(sent in by Ronald Eberle)

Eric Frank Russell
1.Sinister Barrier
Jack Williamson
2.Legion of Space
Arthur
C. Clarke
J.Prelude to Space
S.
Fowler
Wright :
L-The Amphibians
H
$.The World Below
Raymond F. Jones
6.The Alien
Clifford D. .Si'mak
7 .Empire
Olaf Stapledon
8. Odd John
9.Four-Sided Triangle William F,/Temple
10.Rat Race
. Jay Franklin
11.City in the Sea .
Wilson Tucker
12.House of Many WbrldsSam Merwin, Jr,
John Taine
13-Seeds of Life ?
Isaac Asimov
lU.Pebble in the Sky
J. Leslie Mitchell
19.Three Go Back
.16.The Warriors of Day James Blish
17.Well of the Worlds Lewis Padgett '.
18.City At World’s End Edmond.. Hanri.lt on
James Blish
'
19-Jack of Eagles
Murray- Leinster
20,The Black Galaxy
Jack WiLJ-iamsoh
21.The‘Humanoids
22. Kill er to Come.
Sam Merwin, Jr.
David V. Reed
23-Murder in Space
. 2h.Lest Darkness Fall L. Sprague deCamp
25.The Last Spaceship Murray Leinster
26.Chessboard Planet
Lewis Padgett
Malcolm Jameson
27.Tarnished Utopia
28.Destiny Times Three. Fritz Leiber
INFORMATION

L. Ron Hubbard
29-Fear
30.Double Jeopardy
Fletcher Pratt
31.Shambleau .
C. L. Moore
#'s 1-31 were 5j" * 7" in size;
#’s 32-37 were regular paperback size.
•Address:. Centauri F. L. Wallace
33-Mission of Gravity Hal Clement
Manly Wade Wellman
3u.Twice in Time
3!i>.The Forever Machine Clifton & Riley
■
(They'd Rather Be Right)
' ;;'
Olaf Stapledon? , ' .
36.Odd John
Raymond F. Jones
37-The Deviates

After Novel 01, the picture grows
cloudy. A number of paperbacks were pub
lished by Beacon Books, an outlet of the
Guinn Company, later changed to Galaxy
Publishing Corp. These novels were touted
as "A Prize Novel, selected by GaLaxy
Magazine for Beacon -Books. ", A list , {pro
bably incomplete) follows:

The Sex War (White Windows) Sam Merwin, Jr.
The Male Response
Brian Aldiss
Sin in Space
Cyril Judd
Virgin Planet
Poul Anderson
At present, Galaxy’s novel publishing
seems to be limited to the Magabooks. .

BUREAU - APPENDIX II- sent in by Paul Crawford

THE OUTER LIMITS — September 19, 1963 to May 1961;

:

!,
.
;

1. "The Galaxy Being"-Sept. 19; 2. "100 Days of the Dragon"-Sept.23; 3- "The Archi
tects of Fear "-Sept. 30; U- "The Man with the Power"-0ct.7; 9- "The Sixth Finger"
-Oct.lh; 6. "The Man Who Was Never Born"-0ct.28; 7. "O.B.I.T."-Nov.!;; 8. "The Human
Factor"-Nov.11; 9- "Corpus Earthling"-Nov.l8; 10. "Nightmare"-Dec.2; 11. "It Crawled
Out of the Woodwork"-Dec.9; 12. "The Borderland"-Dec.l6; 13. "Tourist Attraction"
-Dec. 23; 11;. !'The Zanti Misfits "-Dec. 30; 15. "The Mice"-Jan. 6; 16., "Controlled Ex
periment "-Jan.13; 17- "Don’t Open Till Dooms day"-Jan.20; 18. "Zzzz"-Jan.27; 19- "The
Invisibles"—Feb• 3; 20. "The Bellero Shield"-Feb. 10; 21. "The Children of Spider
County "-Feb. 17; 22. "Specimen; Unknown"-Feb. 21;; 23- "Second Chance "-Mar, 2; 21;,
"Moonstone "-Mar. 9; 25- "The Mutant "-Mar. 16; 26. "The Gue sts "-Mar. 23; 27- "Fun and
Games "-Mar. 30; 28. "The Special 0ne"-Apr.6; 29. "A Feasibility Study"-Apr.13;. 30.
"Production and Decay of Strange Particles"-Apr.20; 31» "The Charnel eon "-Apr.27r
32. ^Not listed; I forgot to put it down. — Paul Crawford^
'
— September 19, 1961; to January 16, 1965
1. "Soldier"-Sept.l9; 2. "Cold Hands—Warm Heart"-Sept. 28; 3« "Behold—Eck"-0ct.3;
,"Expanding Human "-Oct. 10; £. "Demon with a Glass Hand"-0ct.l7; 6. "Cry of ,
Silence "-Oct. 21;; 7. "The Invisible Enemy"-Oct.31; 8. "Wolf 359"-Nov.7; 9. "I,, Robot"
... -N0V.II4; 10. "The Inheritors "Part I-Nov. 21; 11. "The Inheritors "Part II-NoV. 28;
12. "Keeper of the Purple Twilight "-Dec. 5; 13 • "The Duplicate Man"-Dec.l9; IL.
"Counterweight "-Dec. 26; 15. "The Brain of Colonel Barnham"-Jan. 2; 16. "The Premoni
tion'’-Jan. 9; 17« "The Probe"-Jan. 16.
—16————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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TNFF Vol.9 - #5. October 1950 . Don Day writes about the NORWESCON
the Sth World Science Fiction Convention. Over 282 attended this Con
vention in Portlands Oregon, according to the Register, but many were
not registered? and attended anyway. More than 375 attended one of the
Theatre showings of DESTINATION MOON.
"Thumb-Nail sketch of the Norwescon" by Nancy Moore gives her
impressions of the CON and the people she met there.
Eight members are candidates in NJF Election. As follows;
For President - Rick Sneary
For Directors - Everett Winne
Ray C. Higgs
* Mark ballots and send
Don Ford
to Teller, K.M.Carlson *
Stan Skirvin
Lou TabaKpw
Roy Lavender
Charles H. Heisner
Next page and
contains the Platforms of the Candidates for Office.
" Joe and Jane NFFF" by Ev Winne gives results of a survey.
Average fan-age is 28 years. Oldest fan is 05, and youggest is lj>.
Longest time a member has read S-F is 51 y®ars. Occupations 70 diff
erent jobs. The average fan is 25 years old and had read s-f for lOyr.
The FAN DIRECTORY is now rea^y and can be ordered from Len
Moffatt. Price is only 250 per copy. Contains over 4-00 names and add
resses of fans, writers and Dealers, etc. Lists phone numbers, birth
dates and fan organizations. Sponsored by NFFF and Fantasy Foundation.
Don Day’s NORWESCON article continues for 4- pages. There is
no separate report of the CON? so if you want this report order from
Don Day. His FAN6CIENT carries a full report of the CON.
NEFFORUM has three letters, one from Ken Slater of England
Another from John W. Campbell thanks the NFF for honoring him with the
LAUREATE AWARD. ( These Awards were given out by NFFF for Best Fan,
Best Writer ,®tc, each yeaasK). Last letter was from C.Stewart Metchette
and asks for information to be used in the new FANCYOLOPEDIA,II.
REPORT TO THE MEMBERSHIP by President Rick Sneary, mentions
the coming election. He urges members to vote. Projects completed are
FAN DIRECTORY, work on NFFF Pins and information on a "Year Book". _
Treasurer's Report by Roy & Deedee Lavender shows that NFFF
has the sum of $96.31 as cash on hand on the 15th of September.
LIBRARIAN REPORT by Betty Sullivan gives names of 92 booxs
donated to the Library by members. Mostly Books and pocKetbooks.
DIRECTORATE. Art Rapp is leaving lor service and James V.
Taurasi is new Chairman. Ed Cox has resigned and Jim Harmon has been
appointed to take his place as Director. Charles Lee Riddle id new
Outer-Public Relations Officer. Harry Moore has resigned to devote his
full time to the coming Convention in New Orleans.
INNER PRO REPORT from Eva Firestone lists 13 worKers on
The WELCOMMITTEE: 9 worKers on $0N-RENEWAL COMMITTEE.
Listed as LOST are 12 members. Mail has been returned and
we have no new address. If you Know new address write to Roy Lavender.
14- new members listed with sponsors names. 6 new addresses listed.
12 renewals show old members returning to NFFF.
TheWeird-Fantasy Index is ready and can be obtained from
Robert C. Peterson at $1.00 each. It is similar to the SF Index.
Postwarp, NFFF letterzine, for members only. 6 ish..5O0
Editor is Bob Johnson, Greeley, Colorado.
Futurust,Neffzine, edited by Redd Boggs.
(SEE 'Ya next issue of TNFF..Kaymar)

Ad space is free to NJF members. Get your Ad in early, for next TUFF
K. Martin Carlson, 1022 Third Avenue., South Moorhead, Minnesota.

WANTED: Sept. 1957 VENTURE in fine RARE OLD ARGOSY -Trade,make offer.
1925 Apr.18 n/c F.MacIsaac,EKMeans
to excellent condition. Also any
May.2 n/c Hopalong Cassid's
old (pre-195^) Ballantine SF pbs
in fair to fine condition. Please 1932 Feb.19 g Golden Glyphs /pal
Jul 23 vg Invasion of America
write first. Gil Lamont, 625 Men
Aug 13 g Invasion of America
dota, Madison, Wisconsin 535H
Dec 31 g Zorroland Story
1939
Mar.
4 vg The .Man next Door.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Good whole cond
Apr.
15 vg Seven out of Time
ition: FAMOUS FANTASTIC MYSTERIES
Apr.
29 g Minions of the moon
Dec. '47, PLANET STORIES Spr.'49,
May.
27
vg Tomorrow(Dikar story)
Spr.'5O (500 each). PLANET Fall'48
Aug
12
vg
The Ninth Life-Mann
(450) slightly worn. Reading cop
Aug
19
vg
" "
" Jack "
ies; missing covers,otherwise who
Aug
26
vg
"
"
" 11
"
le: PLANET STORIES Win.'48, Fall'48
Sep 2 vg Blood of Albasore
(another copy), Fam.Fantastic Myst
Sep 23 vg Lords of Creation
Jun 49,Oct.50,Jun 53. FANT.NOVELS
Sep 30 vg "
"
" -Binder
Jan.'50, STARTLING STORIES Mar.'50
Dec
2
g
Zorroland
Story
(350 each). Hank Luttrell, Route!3 1940 Jan 6 g Maker of Shadows-Mann
293o Barrwtt Station Rd, Kirkwood,
Feb 24 g The Green Flame
Missouri 63122.
Aug 10 g Roscoe,Price,Kjelgrd
Oct 5 g The Golden Empress
1943 Apr vg Earth's Last Citadel
NORB'S NOTES FOLIO: Special to
Jun vg "
" 2
"
11
fans fo Edgar Rice Burroughs,Buck
Rogers and etc. I have about a doz Will trade the above-make offer.
en sets of 10 different photo^off- I WANT THESE: ARGOSY.
set full page illustrations from 1925;Jul 18,Aug l,Aug 8,Aug 15
Norb's Notes. These were cover
1927;Jan 29,May 7’May 14,May 21-28
illos. & a few interiors also.Many 1927(cont.) ;Oct l,Oct 8, Jun 4,Junll,
goodies suitable for framing.These
Sep 10,Sep 17, Sep 24.
folios to those who want fine ill 1926; May 22, Aug 28.
os for just $1.00 aset which incl 1929; Feb 9, Febl6,Feb 23.
udes postage & mailing.' Charles N. 193O;Jan25,Febl, 1931;Jan3,10,24.
Reinsei, 120 Eight Ave.,Clarion,
1932;Aprl6,23. lj^kjug 4,11.
Penna. 16214.
Dec8,15. 193~6; Augl5,22.
1937;Mar 6,13. 1939; May20,jun 3
N3F EMBLEM rubber stamp, available
Oct 7,14,21,2B.1940;Janl3,
with your name and address set in
Feb 10, Jul 27.
attractive type style.
Winston F. Dawson, 11809 Four Lak
Regular rubber stamps. I.50 for
es Drive, South Lyon,Mich. 48178
3 lines, 25^ for each extra line.
Either blocx or script type.
TARZAN BOOKS: In German,Fench,Ara
Ira lee Riddle, 212 Macdonough
Hall East, state University College bic, Danish and Greek. Other ERB.,
Haggard,Merritt,H.Bedford Jones,
Plattsburgh, New York.
John Buchan,Harold Lamb, Talbot
Mundy, and Frederick Faust booss,
FOR SALE. IN MEMORIAM: Clark Ash
Some Max Brand, George Challis,
ton Smith, only 15 or so leftJ..$3 David Manning,Frank Austin,Leslie
This item will not be reprinted.
Charteris,Algernon Blacxwood books
Bradbury,DeCamp,Leiber,Sturgeon,
....Send for my lists..........
"new" CAS, etc. Jack L. Chalker,
D. Coleman Rich, Auburn,
5111 Liberty Heights Avenue, Balt
Kentucxy. 42206
imore, Md. 21207.

A

KAYMAR 000 AWA RO
It was 24 years ago that NFFF was organized. April 1941,in
fact. So the K-A winner is always chosen^Tour anniversary.
It is a double pleasure to give this award to:

STAN WOCLSTON

as I have worked with Stan for many years. He has held practically
every Office in N}F. Former President, Director, Chairman of Direct
orate ,etc. He is one of the steady, reliable 'old Guard'. It is just
about time that we honor him for his many years of worK in NJF.
Congratulations.' STAN.
The KAYMAR AWARD (1959) is now in it's 7"th year. The Award
winners in the past years were 7

1959------i960------1961------1962------1963-------

Ray C. Higgs
Eva Firestone
Ralph Holland
Janie Lamb
Art Hayes (Could not accept for polit
ical reasons)
1964 ------- Seth Johnson
and NOW ... 1965------- Stan Woolston
* ★ * * * ****** geventh Year (#7 )
THE KAYMAR AIOI ARD
1. A tflO.OO cash award f rom Kaymar himself
2. A one year membership dues (Sent to Secretary)
3. A Certificate of Award. Signed by Kaymar
4. Two hard cover booKs. (a choice from a listing)
5- Fanzines from well known Faneds.
6. A few pocketbooks of earlier years.
Many thanks to all of you who sent in names for the K-A. Keep it up.

®
?

( continued from the N3F TRADER )
"ANTHEM'S BACK! The people who brought you THE NEW H.P.L. BIBLIO
GRAPHY, David H.Keller's A FIGMENT OF A DREAM, and the ungorgettable
IN MEMORIAM: CLARK ASHTON SMITH are preparing a new series,with impr
oved reproduction and the same fine Quality material. In late March
we expect to have MIRAGE ON LOVECRAFT ready for delivery. This new
chapbook, edited by JacK L. Chalker, presents David H. Keller's Notes
on Lovecraft, August Derleth's answer, A Rebuttal to Lovecraft Criti
cism, and two Lovecraft items — the complete annotated Autobiography
and the story The White Ship. In a 200 copy numbered edition,.$1.65.
In late spring we plan to bring you THE INDEX OF SCIENCE-FANTASY
PUBLISHERS, a mammoth bibliography of more than 30 SF specialty houses,
past and present, complete through 1965.'All the booxs published by
everyone from Arkham House, Gnome Press, Prime Press,Milwaukee Fictioneers, Advent, ASFO, Fantasy Press, FPCI, Shasta, Hadley*Buffalo, Shroud
Krueger, etc to Visionary Press. Contents, page count? number of cop
ies, etc. — all listed in an easy, indexed format. Price on publica
tion: #5*00« In an edition limited to but 300 numbered copies.
ORDER CHAPBOOKS FROM: Mark Owings, 3731 Elkader Road,Baltimore, Md.
ORDER MIRAGE (3 issues, fl.00) FROM: Jack L. Chalicer, 5111 Liberty
Heights Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland, 21207

Ad space is free to NJF members. Get your AD in early, Deadline July 5
K.Martin Carlson, 1028 -3rd Avenue, South, Moorhead, Minnesota

THE UNKNOWN INDEX. A hard cover,
spirol bound, 32 page,prozine type
very neat looking publication. This
is really worth the $1.00 price.
Order from Stuart Hoffman, Box 13,
Black Earth, Wisconsin.

DOC. KELLER'S BEST . Our own Doc.
Keller's best once again in print.
PARADOX #3 & #4 now ready for del
ivery. #3 contains " Floatsom" by
David H. Keller ( never before pub
-lished ); complete checklist of
Ace Books;and Verse by Ann Chamber
MIMEO WORK DONE. I will mimeo
lain. #4 contains a checklist of
your list of fanzines, prozines,
Ballantine SF;"Shadows over Love
paperbacks, etc. 50 copies for $1. craft" , Kell er ' s famous ,long Essay
100 copies for 2.00, 250 for $3.
and "SF Book Endings" by Bruce Rob
Lists of Sci. Fic Books, articles -bins. #5 will contain "Sarah" by
published in "Scifiction bookseller Doc Keller (Sci-Fi); A checklist
for 30 per word. C.M.Cross, 16113 to the monster magazines; and an
Wolcott, Markham, Illinois.
other paperback checklist. Special
prices for Neffers; 250 for #3,
400 for $4. Subs: 4/$l. Order from
WANTED J Following back
Bruce Robbins, 5S Revonah Ave,
numbers of CRY; 1 thru 18; 20,21,
24,30,; 32 thru 75; 77,79,82, 87, Stamford, Conn. 06905.
90,91,94, 102, 115, 116, 120, 121,
FANTASY COLLECTOR: If you buy,sei
122, 124, 125, 127, 128; 132 thru
146; 155* R»P. Brown, 1484 Elm Ave. or trade, this zine is for you.
Over 400 circulation, A must for
Long Beach, California 9OBI3.
collectors and advertisers. Send
for a copy (100) now.
FOR SALE . The Lady Decides; Tales G.A.Bibby, 71^ Pleasant Street,
from Underwood; The Eternal Con
Roseville, California 95&7$
flict; The Homunculus; The Abyss;
The Sign of the Burning Hart; The
FOR SALE. Send for my list of
Devil and the Docter; and Life
pocxetbooks and books. Many ERB
Everlasting, 'write for prices.
books. Some book club editions,etc
D. H. Keller, 55 Broad Street,
Rick Brooks, RR<L> Fremont, Ind,
Stroudsburg, Penna.

SEND US YOUR WANT -LISTS. Try us
for your books and mags needs.
ScienceFiction Sales, 4705 Weddel
Street, Dearborn Height5,Michigan
0
&
—SCIENTIFANTASY SPECIALIST . I can
help you in your search for mags
and books. Gerry de la Ree,
75 Wyckoff Ave, Wyokoff, N.J.07^1

WANTED . Most or all back copies
9* these modern fanzines; Warhoon,
3an^r0’ Double:Bill, Shaggy, Xero,
HYPhen’ Cry, Axe, Horizons, Inside,
etc. Also wanted: A Sense of FAPA,
and The Enchanted Duplicator. Price
must be reasonable. Creath Thorne,
Route 4, Savannah, Mo. 64485-

SCIENCE FICTION REVIE*.
appears
every other week with timely reviews of SF books, magazines and
paperbacks. Also short articles of
interest to SF readers. 10 for $1.
Box 1568, San Diego, California.

TJ}e Pe0Ple Maxer - Anight ...30#
Thunderball - Fleming .............. 400
Moonraker - Fleming............... 400
Trailing Brand............... 300
Silver tip
- Brand............... 500
115,110 Soes there ~ Campbell.... 750
Rick Brooks, RR#1, Fremont, Ind.

POOKETBOOXS F0R SAM .

